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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Anne Washington, I’m the Metadata Librarian at the University of Houston Libraries, and this is my colleague Xiping Liu Resource Description Librarian, and today we’re going to talk about our local linked data authority service, software we’ve named Cedar.First, I’ll give some background information, then I’ll share some details about our workflow to populate Cedar, and then Xiping will talk about some ways that we’ve integrated this tool into our workflows.



Cedar: Software

● Ruby on Rails Web Application

● iQvoc SKOS Vocabulary Gem
○ Full featured GUI
○ Responsive UI

● Local Customizations for Minting Identifiers
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So, for a brief overview of the technology we’re using: Cedar is a Ruby on Rails Web Application that uses the iQvoc SKOS vocabulary gem. There are several vocabulary managers out there, but we chose iQvoc because it has a user interface for entering terms into the vocabulary. Most of the functionality we use is out of the box, but we have created local customizations which allow us to mint unique identifiers for our vocabulary terms



Greens: ID Minter & Resolver

● Mint Archival Resource Key (ARK) identifiers

● Resolve ARK identifiers to Cedar URLs
erc:
Who: University of Houston Libraries Vocabularies
what: Bayous
when: 2016-06-23
where: https://vocab.lib.uh.edu/en/concepts/sh85012513
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Greens is a local service created to mint ARK identifiers for various resources in our digital library ecosystem, such as digital objects and preservation packages. We’re able to mint arks and manage the resource locations using Greens. 



Greens: ID Minter & Resolver

erc:
who: University of Houston Libraries Vocabularies
what: Bayous
when: 2016-06-23
where: https://vocab.lib.uh.edu/en/concepts/sh85012513
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I’ll show this again later, but you can see that this subject term has an ARK identifier and Greens updates the ERC (Electronic Resource Citation) to redirect to its location. 



Cedar: Guiding Principles

● Authority Control

● Workflow Efficiency

● Applied Linked Data 
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The idea for the local linked data vocabulary manager came out of preparation work for our new Digital Asset Management ecosystem. After a review of all UHDL metadata, it was clear that we needed to implement some kind of authority control beyond Library of Congress Names because we had so many local names to manage. This system would clearly help with managing these terms.We also envisioned the vocabulary as affording us workflow efficiencies - we implemented a type-ahead feature in our local metadata editing program, and we’re able to use the vocabulary data as a reconciliation source in OpenRefine (which Xiping will talk about in a bit)We also wanted to take advantage of linked data technologies. Our vocabulary can be  exposed in a format that allows for linking and interaction with other data sets



Cedar: Top Concepts

● DPLA MAP

● Context Classes

● Hierarchical 
Organization
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Before we began populating our vocabulary with terms, we needed to establish top concepts. We chose Agent, Concept, Place, and Time Period based on the DPLA MAP context classes. We added Collection to accommodate our need to give physical and digital collections a URI. We take advantage of the hierarchical organization offered by SKOS and put concepts under their appropriate broader term. Allowing us to express relationships between terms.



Populating Cedar
● Bulk import

● Individual entry

○ Vocabulary development projects

○ Digital projects workflow
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Once we had the vocabulary infrastructure in place, we could start populating it in a couple of different ways. The software allows for a bulk import from an n-triples file and we used this function to populate many place names. Most of the entry we have done is manual entry and we’ve done this through specific vocabulary development projects and through our normal digital project workflow. 



Individual term entry
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Now I’ll walk you through how we enter terms which will show you some of our practices and features of the programHere you see under the labels we can enter a preferred and alternate label. We can also enter a term as a preferred or alternate form in another language if we’d like, but we haven’t used that functionality yet.We have also created collections within Cedar to indicate when terms have an corresponding term in another vocabulary such as Library of Congress or VIAF



LC URI

VIAF URI
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We’ve also decided to give some additional context to the terms in one of the note fields that are available. For example, we’ve added the source collection. So for local terms that we may see repeated, but don’t have a lot of information for - we may be able to tell it’s the same person by the collection context.In the Relations sections, we able to define the term’s hierarchical position and add related terms if appropriate. In this case Herbert Hoover is in our Person class, so we define that relationship here. For example, an advisor on an ETD would be related the UH department they work for.The Matches section is where we can add in URIs for the same concept from different vocabularies. In this example, I’ve add the Library of Congress URI and the VIAF URI. This is the way that we can link our identifier to those in other vocabularies.  



Publishing terms
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Then we save the term - you’re able to save without publishing. In our workflow, we have a one person enter a term and another person review and publish just to ensure a level of quality control. Once you publish a term, that is when the Greens service mints an ARK for that term. And you can see that ARK is posted to the term in the Concept Mappings section.



Searching in Cedar
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Now that the term is published in the vocabulary it can be searched. You can see here that when you search for a term, the preferred and the alternate label are returned. If you clicked on the alternate label, it would take you to the term record and display that preferred form of the term.



● Unique label requirement

● May not always match LC
○ LC: Gatun Lake (Panama)

○ Cedar: Lakes>Gatun Lake; related term: Panama

○ Cedar: LGBTQ people

● Enriching with additional useful information

Input Guidelines
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We’ve had to make a number of decisions around input guidelines. First, just as a note - a limitation of is that all labels must be unique, so, while we aimed to enter the terms as simply as possible and include additional details as related items, we did have to add disambiguation to the labels for mostly place, for example, the many Springfields of the US. We also decided that, at this point, our labels do not always have to match Library of Congress. For example, a term that does not have to be disambiguated in the label, such as Gatun Lake, we include the place, Panama, as a related term and nest it under the broader term, Lakes.We can also create terms that we find more appropriate than the options given in the Library of Congress headings. For example, we chose to create the terms “LGBTQ people” and “LGBTQ communities” because we didn’t want to use the LC headings “Sexual Minorities” heading. We’re also beginning to enrich records with additional information that provides context to metadata specialists and catalogers, so they can be sure to assign the right heading.



Enriching Records
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For example, right now we’re working on adding related UH departments or organizations to the names of committee members and advisors from the ETD collectionAnd now I’ll hand it over to Xiping to talk more about how catalogers are using Cedar.



Cedar reuse

● ETD metadata cleanup (DSpace)

● ETD cataloging (Sierra)
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Thanks, Anne! So Anne has talked about how Cedar was developed and populated. I am going to talk about how we are going to actually use Cedar. Here are the two areas where Cedar can help us improve our workflows.One, we use Cedar to work on our ETD metadata cleanup project. It is an ongoing project that cleans up the�metadata for ETDs hosted in our Institutional Repository. This project focuses on name remediation for advisor and committee member names, department names and making sure all other metadata fields comply to Texas Digital Library’s descriptive metadata guidelines for ETDs. As a member of the Texas Digital Library, we use Vireo and DSpace, both open access, for submission, storage and access.Two, we also plan to use Cedar for authority control of local names when we catalog the ETDs. Our current library catalog system is III’s Sierra.



ETD name remediation in OpenRefine
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After we export a new batch of ETD metadata from Dspace as a CSV file, we import it into OpenRefine for name remediation. We have created a list of advisor and committee member names based on our previous cleanup project. As Anne just showed you earlier, these names have been entered manually into Cedar. So we can now use Cedar for our name remediation work.Here is a screenshot of the file in OpenRefine. The column in red lists all the committee member names. Because each thesis can have multiple names, so we split up the names by using the split multi-valued cells command in refine. As you can see, all the names are in one column now, ready to be reconciled.



Reconcile with RDF-based Cedar vocabulary

Exact match

Close matches
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We export Cedar vocabulary as an RDF file and add it as a reconciliation service into Refine. Here you can see the result of the reconciliation work. One the left, there is an exact match, meaning open refine finds an exact match in Cedar.  On the right it shows Refine finding some close matches for us to choose from. Unlike doing authority control in Library of Congress name authority file, where you have to research on whether the authorized name in LC is the correct person for us, here we can skip that step because almost all of the names in Cedar are from our digital collections and our Institutional repository, we know for sure that this IS the person we want. So we can easily check the name with the highest probability rate. After the name remediation process, we can import the file back into DSpace. That’s how we can keep our faculty names spelled consistently in the IR.



ETD cataloging
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We also plan to use Cedar to help improve the authority control of local names when we catalog the ETDs. We export the ETD metadata in a MARCXML file  from Viero twice a year and then converted into MARC file and imported into OCLC Connexion Client. Here on the left is an example of a MARC record after it’s imported into Connexion, showing the committee member names listed in the 720 fields. After we control the headings, as you can see there are both authorized names and names that do not have an entry in LC name authority file.



Search in Cedar 
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Next our cataloger can search in Cedar to get the preferred form of name for the faculty. This way we can keep our faculty names spelled consistently in our local catalog and IR. Now there is a way to do authority control in Sierra after we import the MARC records into Sierra. But as you can tell Cedar is web-based and it is more user-friendly than working in Sierra.



Suggest a new name
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We also developed a workflow between the metadata team and the cataloging team. If our cataloger finds a new name that is not in Cedar yet, we will use this google form to suggest a new name entry. 



Authority control in local catalog 
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When we began cataloging for ETDs, we weren’t paying much attention to authority control for local faculty names. As a result, you can see faculty names are spelled differently in our local catalog Sierra. We would like to take the opportunity to clean up our local faculty names, going through the same name remediation process as we saw earlier. Now I will turn it back to Anne to discuss future steps.



Issues and next steps

● Vocabulary building

● Adjust and refine workflows

● Collaboration

● Documentation
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Thanks Xiping. Our main work now is to continue to build the vocabulary with terms from our digital collections and ETD collection. We will need to adjust and refine entry workflows as well as revisit input guidelines in light of new developments in the field and our new collaboration opportunities, such as that with the resource description unit. These collaborations have brought up points that we may not have considered thinking within the context of the digital library, so we plan to have conversations around how to optimize our vocabulary for broad use. The recent “Issues in vocabulary management” NISO report included recommendations for documentation around vocabularies, so we plan to work on this documentation including definition and scope of the vocabulary, versioning, and reuse recommendations.



Thank you!
Anne Washington, Metadata Librarian, awashington@uh.edu

Xiping Liu, Resource Description Librarian, xliu54@central.uh.edu

Andrew Weidner, Metadata Services Coordinator, ajweidne@central.uh.edu

Cedar: https://vocab.lib.uh.edu/en.html

GitHub: https://github.com/uhlibraries-digital/cedar

Image credits:
Hello my name is sticker by Eviatar Bach (Own work) [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons from Wikimedia Commons
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3AHello_my_name_is_sticker.svg
“Dictionary” Freeimages.com/B Boy

White House reception for USS Houston (CA-30), Washington, D.C., Schutz Group Photographers
http://digital.lib.uh.edu/collection/hca30/item/638
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